7 October 2009: Condensed information relating to the latest exposure of incorrect scientific practices by the
UK Met. Office involving tree ring data and used by the UN’s IPCC to substantiate man-made climate change.
Excerpts from Andrew Orlowski (http://www.theregister.co.uk/2009/09/29/yamal_scandal/)
The implication is clear: the dozen [tree cores] were cherry-picked.
At least eight papers purporting to reconstruct the historical temperature record times may need to be
revisited, with significant implications for contemporary climate studies, the basis of the IPCC's assessments.
A number of these involve senior climatologists at the British climate research centre CRU at the University
East Anglia. In every case, peer review failed to pick up the errors.
At issue is the use of tree rings as a temperature proxy, or dendrochronology. Using statistical techniques,
researchers take the ring data to create a "reconstruction" of historical temperature anomalies. But trees are a
highly controversial indicator of temperature, since the rings principally record CO2, and also record humidity,
rainfall, nutrient intake and other local factors.
In particular, since 2000, a large number of peer-reviewed climate papers have incorporated data from trees at
the Yamal Peninsula in Siberia. This dataset gained favour, curiously superseding a newer and larger data set
from nearby. The older Yamal trees indicated pronounced and dramatic uptick in temperatures.
From this we know that the Yamal data set uses just 12 trees from a larger set to produce its dramatic recent
trend. Yet many more were cored, and a larger data set (of 34) from the vicinity shows no dramatic recent
warming, and warmer temperatures in the middle ages.
In all there are 252 cores in the CRU Yamal data set, of which ten were alive 1990. All 12 cores selected show
strong growth since the mid-19th century. The implication is clear: the dozen were cherry-picked.
http://network.nationalpost.com/np/blogs/fpcomment/archive/2009/10/01/ross-mckitrick-defects-in-key-climatedata-are-uncovered.aspx
http://wattsupwiththat.com/2009/10/01/response-from-briffa-on-the-yamal-tree-ring-affair-plus-rebuttal/

--Excerpts from Jennifer Marohasy (http://jennifermarohasy.com/blog/2009/09/leading-uk-climate-scientistsmust-explain-or-resign/)

Leading UK Climate Scientists Must Explain or Resign
Last week statistician Steve McIntyre finally got access to data used by Keith Briffa, Tim Osborn and Phil
Jones to support the idea that there has been an unprecedented upswing in temperatures over the last
hundred years – the infamous hockey stick graph.
Mr McIntyre’s analysis of the data suggests that scientists at the Climate Research Unit of the Hadley
Centre associated with the UK Met. Office have been using only a small subset of the available data to make
their claims that recent years have been the hottest of the last millennium. When the entire data set is used,
Mr McIntyre claims that the hockey stick shape disappears completely.
Mr McIntyre has previously showed problems with the mathematics behind the ‘hockey stick’. But scientists
at the Climate Research Centre (CRU), in particular Dr Briffa, have continuously republished claiming the
upswing in temperatures over the last 100 years is real and not an artifact of the methodology used – as
claimed by Mr McIntyre. However, these same scientists have denied Mr McIntyre access to all the data.
Recently they were forced to make more data available to Mr McIntyre after they published in the
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society - a journal which unlike Nature and Science has strict
policies on data archiving which it enforces.
This week’s claims by Steve McIntyre that scientists associated with the UK Met. Office have been less than
diligent are serious and suggest some of the most defended building blocks of the case for anthropogenic
global warming are based on the indefensible when the methodology is laid bare.
This sorry saga also raises issues associated with how data is archived at the UK Met. Office with incomplete
data sets that spuriously support the case for global warming being promoted while complete data sets are
kept hidden from the public – including from scientific sceptics like Steve McIntyre.
It is indeed time leading scientists at the Climate Research Centre associated with the UK Met.
Office explain how Mr McIntyre is in error or resign.

